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welcomeClients!
New

Books in Balance, San Francisco, CA
Provides full service accounting and small business
services for both domestic and global markets.

Eucalyptus Associates, San Francisco, CA
Investment services on the Presidio.

Lagunitas Brewing Company, Petaluma, CA
Brewed in a bizarre old world tradition using only water,
hops, yeast, and malted barley.

Semiconductor Industry Assoc., San Jose, CA
Nancy Matranga
Tel: 415-499-9959 x105
E-mail: nancy@pas90.com
Aaron Edwards
Tel: 415-499-9959 x107
E-mail:aaron@pas90.com
Tracy Kretz
Tel: 415-499-9959 x104
E-mail: tracy@pas90.com

Founded in 1977, SIA is the premier trade association
representing the U.S. semiconductor industry.

Software Outfitters, Eagle, ID
Since 2000, has been providing software solutions to
enable software success.

Sonoma Scientific, Minden, NV
Established in 1987 to design and manufacture high
quality RF/Microwave ferrite isolators and circulators.

Stonehedge Winery, Napa, CA
Specializing in the production of Cabernet Napa Valley,
Sauvignon, Merlot, Petite Sirah, Zinfandel, and
Chardonnay since 1992.
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Parkinson Accounting Systems Welcomes Tracy Kretz
We welcome Tracy Kretz to the PAS team.
Tracy graduated from Sonoma State University
with a bachelor’s degree in business administration.
We are pleased she is bringing her knowledge and
skills to our company. Tracy will be assisting our
clients with maintenance renewals and other issues.
She may be reached at extension 104.
Sage Insights 2010
Sage held their annual
dealer conference in
Denver, CO in May.
Jon Parkinson attended the
conference to learn what is
happening with Sage and
the MAS product line.
There was a lot of exciting
news – you can read the
highlights in this newsletter!
Overall I was pleased with
the attention we are getting
from Sage. They have a lot
of different product lines,
but MAS is getting at least
our fair share. The upcoming SQL version will help us
expand the MAS brand into
new markets in the future.

Sage also wants to emphasize the
“Extraordinary
Customer
Experience”.
Both Sage and their
business partners
(like us) need to
work together to
exceed our
customers’
expectations. This
is much easier said
than done, and at
the conference, I pointed out some
areas in which Sage could improve.
Of course, we can always do better
ourselves, so if you have an area in
which we can get stronger –
please let us know!

Summer Fun
The PAS team wishes
all of you a fun filled
summer season!
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Ashlock Company manufactures and leases food processing equipment that
removes the pits from small fruit, such as olives, dates, prunes, and cherries.
Ashlock is a world leader in destoning (pitting) equipment and has
been an important player in the food
COMPANY PROFILE
processing industry for over 70 years.
Corporate Headquarters:
San Leandro, CA
In June 2006, it became quite clear
that Ashlock Company was in need of
Type of Business:
a more robust and industry specific
Global Food Processing
software program capable of
adhering to their extremely detailed
Number of Locations: 1
inventory of over 4,000 parts, and
Number of Employees: 13
their advanced sales order
processing abilities. At that time, they
SYSTEM PROFILE
were using two completely separate
MAS 90 Modules
applications, including a program that
had been installed back in 1981, to
• Accounts Payable
manage their inventory and create
• Accounts Receivable
custom invoices necessary in their
• Bank Reconciliation
line of work. The software could only
• Bill of Materials
hold a two year inventory history, was
• Custom Office
unsupported, and had begun to
• Object Interface
encounter some problems with
• General Ledger
catalogue deviations. The lack of
• Inventory Management
integration between the two programs
• Library Master
they were working with also required
• Payroll
a vast amount of double entry and
• Purchase Order Processing
manual labor that the Ashlock team
• Return Merchandise
was forced to waste time on. In fact, it
Authorization
took an entire week to record year• Sales Order Processing
end inventory because they had to do
it all by hand. Needless to say, they
• Visual Integrator
recognized a cause for change.
MAS 90/200 Extended Solutions
• Automatic Earnings Code
Sherrill Sullivan, the controller for
Maintenance By Employee
Ashlock, took on this project despite
the fact that she knew this kind of
• Item Memo Pop Up in Sales
Order and Purchase Order
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3
“Client Spotlight: Ashlock Company”

software overhaul was a huge undertaking.
Sherrill Sullivan met with Jon Parkinson to discuss
MAS 90 software and the opportunity for PAS to
take on Ashlock’s challenges. Sherrill understood
that both choosing the right software, and the right
local partner were critical to the project’s
success. PAS was delighted to be selected by
Sherrill, and took on the project with the intent to
give Ashlock everything they were looking for in their short and long term
goals. PAS put together a system for 10 users integrated with custom
enhancements for the leasing portion of the business.
Once the full software system was up and running, it was determined to be the
ultimate solution. Upon project completion through present day, Sherrill and
the Ashlock manufacturing and leasing team has had nothing but positive
results and feedback for the MAS software they now fully utilize, as well as
PAS’s continued support services.
“Everything from financials and payroll, to manufacturing, it’s all cohesive...
integrated….under one umbrella,” says Sherrill. “All problems were solved;
the software gives us years and years of history.” Once in a while, Sherrill
says, she will discover new, great amenities the MAS program has to offer,
and is extremely appreciative that the recording and costing out no longer has
to be done manually. “Our year-end inventory process which used to take
over a week is now accomplished in two hours through our MAS software.”
Sherrill told PAS that MAS 90 exceeds expectations and has especially
helped their business’s manufacturing needs. With all that Ashlock produces
and takes care of, that is no small feat.
After implementing a seamless, fully integrated MAS 90 and MAS 90/200
Extended Solutions with customized settings and upgrades, Ashlock
Company is now able to allow the software to do the dirty work, so that their
staff can focus on what’s important,
and access it all in one place.
PAS would like to give a special
“Thanks!” to Sherrill Sullivan and the
Ashlock Company for allowing us to
feature your Success Story in our
quarterly newsletter. We sincerely
enjoy working with you and hope to
bring you continued ease of use and
success with all of your accounting
and software needs.
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Sage MAS 90 & 200
Product Updates II
By Jon Parkinson, Owner and CMA
Product Update 2 for MAS 90 & MAS 200 version 4.40
was released on July 16, 2010. This new release brings
many enhancements that you should know about. All of
the enhancements are free to customers on a current software maintenance
plan with Sage - and included in your Product Update 2 for MAS 90
and MAS 200.
The two biggest are:
1. ACH for Accounts Payable. Create an
By Jon Parkinson, CMA
BybeJon
Parkinson,
CMA
electronic file that can
sent
to your bank
to
transfer payments electronically to vendors
(and most importantly employee's for their
expense reimbursements). ACH for
Accounts Payable works almost identically to
the Direct Deposit module for Payroll. Once
you're using ACH for Accounts Payable you'll
want to add in Paperless Office stubs, checks
and extended stubs so that your check
process is totally paperless!
2. Positive Pay Export - If you are issuing
many checks each week your bank may ask
(or require) you to send them a data file with
the check information. This transmittal called positive pay - allows the bank to match
up checks presented for payment with a
known list of checks that you have provided.
This cuts down on potential fraud and errors.
Here are some other popular enhancements in this latest product update:
•

Automatic Bank Reconciliation from financial information downloaded
from your bank.

•

Bank Reconciliation added security - restrict who can make changes to
the Current Balance field.
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5
“MAS 90 & MAS 200 Product Updates II” , by Jon Parkinson

•

Bank Reconciliation - Enter checks, deposits and adjustments on the fly.

•

Expanded comment field in Bank Reconciliation - You can now use up to
2048 characters to track information related to why an adjustment was
made.

•

Product Update Pre-Installation Scan - This will be a new addition to your
family of MAS software utilities and can detect potential data issues prior
to updating to new release levels.

If you're still using an older version of MAS 90 or MAS 200 -- especially if it's
below 4.3 - it's time you consider upgrading. Here's a quick glance at
products that are nearing the end of their supported lives:

Sage MAS 90 & 200 v3.71 - 9/30/10

Sage MAS 90 & 200 v4.00 - 9/30/11

Sage MAS 90 & 200 v4.05 - 9/30/11

Sage MAS 90 & 200 v4.10 - 9/30/11
If you're using one of the above versions - the time is now to begin planning to
upgrade to the latest MAS release – even if you aren’t as excited as I am
about the new features!
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MAS 90 TRIVIA CHALLENGE (Just For Fun!)
Questions:
1. What does M.A.S. stand for?
2. What did SOTA stand for?
3. What was 09SAM?
4. What Operating System platform was MAS90 originally written for?

5. What year was MAS90 introduced?
6. What was the first version of MAS90 for Windows?
7. How many copies of MAS90 for Windows were sold in the first
six months after release?
8. Can you decode these acronyms that are really used by Sage?
A. ERBY
B. LEFTY
C. IMSOPO
D. TAMAN
Continued on page 11
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Introducing Sage ERP
MAS200 SQL Version 4.45
Kurt Kunselman, MBA

Estimated Launch Date 4th Quarter of 2010
By Kurt Kunselman
kurt@pas90.com
In coordination with Sage Software, we are excited
about an upcoming new offering, MAS 200 built on the very popular SQL
database platform. All current releases of MAS use a database called
Providex. While economical, fast, and easy to maintain, Providex does not
have all of the capabilities a more expensive database like Microsoft SQL
brings to the table.
Many professionals in the IT industry utilize the SQL database platform for a
variety of business requirements, and want to standardize on running SQLBased applications. During the 4th quarter of 2010, we can offer Sage ERP
MAS 200 on the SQL database platform to new
customers.
Some of you using Sage ERP MAS90 may have
considered upgrading to a SQL-based solution.
Soon you will have an option; Sage MAS 200
designed and programmed natively on the SQL
Platform.

With this advent of the new technology
platform, Sage will be able to expand to even
more markets. Sage ERP MAS 200 SQL
Version 4.45 will provide a SQL-based ERP
solution that combines Microsoft SQL
Server’s efficiency with Sage ERP MAS 200
robust features and functionality.
Note: Only Sage ERP MAS 200 modules that
have been converted to the Business
Framework will be available for 4.45 as well
as some third party solutions. Non-Business
Framework modules (Payroll, Job Cost, Work
Order, and others) and some third party
solutions will not be compatible with 4.45.
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Customizing Your
Sage MAS 90
By Nancy Matranga
The 4.40 release of the Sage MAS90/200 Custom Office
module makes custom tailoring your Sage MAS90/200
product more efficient and cost effective than ever before.
By far, one of the best things about your MAS product is its ability to be
modified in ways that streamline your company’s specific needs. The tool
that we use to make these changes is called the Custom Office Module and
it allows us to tailor everything from the look and feel of the data entry and
inquiry screens to the structure of the underlying database.

Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9
“Customizing Your Sage MAS 90” , by Nancy Matranga

The new version 4.40 of this module
expands our ability to make these
changes by really letting us get into
the core of the program itself through
development tools that were not
previously available to us. This is
important to you and your company
because it eliminates the need to
change the flow of daily processing
and also the need to contract master
developers for customization projects
which are often costly and time consuming.

A great example of such a project is one that was recently completed for a
client such as yourself: They had a special need to see a running total of the
cost and profit for each sales order that they created but only wanted to
certain users to be able to see those numbers. So, to provide this
functionality, we added two fields to the database and lines Lines tab of the
sales order entry screen to show these numbers and recalculate each time a
new item was added to the order, then, we restricted its view ability to
supervisors and managers. In the past, this project would not have been
possible without the addition of extra steps to the data entry process or the
services of a master developer.
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Continued from page 7
“MAS 90 TRIVIA CHALLENGE (Just For Fun!)”

Answers:
1. Master Accounting Series. The full original name was Master
Accounting Series for the 90’s, hence MAS 90.
2. State of the Art. State of the Art, Inc. was the original vendor for MAS 90
and their initials can still be seen on the Crystal Reports ODBC driver
(SOTAMAS90) and in the file extensions *.SOA. The company was
purchased by Sage in March 1998.
3

MAS90 backwards. It is used sometimes as a secret user password
by Sage.

4. For the Apple Macintosh. Really!
5. 1985.
6. Version 3.0 released in 1996.
7. 10,000 copies. Making it the most successful product launch in the
history of mid-range accounting software.
8. The decoded acronyms are:
A. Enhancements Requested By You
B. Last Enhancement For The Year
C. The distribution suite: Inventory Management,
Sales Order, Purchase Order
D. This Acronym Means Absolutely Nothing
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Parkinson Accounting
Systems is an authorized
reseller for Sage Software
products.

We welcome your feedback. Please feel
free to send us your feedback at any
time. Using e-mail is a good way. Send
to: office@pas90.com with “Feedback” in
the subject line. With your feedback we
can provide you with better and more
accurate customer service.

FEEDBACK FORUM

24 Professional Center Parkway
Suite 120
San Rafael, CA 94903
www.pas90.com
(415) 499-9959
“Personal & Professional”

